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Abstract: Sri Lanka had maritime trade relations even in the 6th century BC and we had famous naval ports used for maritime trade especially for maritime ‘Silk Road’ used by people who were in Greco-Roman, China, India, Persia for their foreign trade. Therefore, Sri Lanka was able to make new economic relationships. In this study, we mainly focused on Sri Lankan maritime trade relationship with Greco-Roman. Our research problem is, what was the trade relationship between Sri Lanka and Greco-Roman? Our objective is to identify the importance of Sri Lanka along with the Greco-Roman trade. This study was conducted under the qualitative research method using a library survey. From these three sources literary sources, especially foreign texts have many records about Sri Lanka and Greco-Roman trade. Some of those authors were Cosmos, Pliny, Ptolemy and Strabo. Some archaeological evidence was found from ports like Mahathittha, Godawaya and Kingdoms like Anuradhapura, Polonnaruwa. The main archaeological evidence is Roman and Indo-Roman coins for the trade relationship between Sri Lanka and Greco-Roman. Certain Indian factors were also important in conducting this research because Sri Lankan trade had a close relationship with the Indian trade also. From this research we understood that there was an internal transport system in Sri Lanka, Roman trade was spread many places in Sri Lanka, in some times India and Persia acted as intermediaries between Sri Lanka and Greco-Roman trade and the main point we identified was, Sri Lanka was a core in the ancient trade system and by the fifth century AD, Sri Lanka was one of the main trade centres in the Indian Ocean.
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1. Introduction

The Mahavamsa has evidence that Sri Lanka has been engaged in foreign trade since pre-Cristian times as an example the Mahavamsa mentions the naval merchants who were eaten by Kuweni.[37] It seems that Sri Lanka had maritime trade relations even in the 6th century BC. Also, we had famous naval ports used for maritime trade such as Gokanna, Mahathittha, Jambukola-Pattana & Godawaya etc.[13] In ancient times there was an overland route called ‘Silk Road’ and is used by people who were in Greco-Roman, China, India, Persia for their foreign trade.[05][27] After many years people made sailing vessels and merchants used them for their foreign trade. And they found a new marine route from China to Europe through the Indian Ocean. With the discovery of this road, Sri Lanka, which had been isolated in the Indian Ocean until then, began to open up to the world. Because of that Sri Lanka made new political, cultural, economic, devotional and social relationships with many countries.[31] Those economic relationships were mainly based on commercial activities. From Sri Lanka Archaeologists found much evidence that Sri Lanka had strong maritime trade relationships with countries such as India, China, Persia, Thailand, Myanmar, Greco-Roman etc. In this article, we mainly focused on Sri Lanka maritime trade relationship with Greco-Roman. This study was conducted to understand the trade relationship between Sri Lanka and Greco-Roman. And our objective is to identify the importance of Sri Lanka along with the Greco-Roman trade. Our research problem was, what was the trade relationship between Sri Lanka and Greco-Roman.

2. Methodology

The research was conducted from a Cultural-historical perspective under a qualitative method as a library survey. In the library survey, We referred to field reports, excavation reports, textbooks, journal articles, websites and newspapers. For web sources, web sites which published high standard academic research papers like “Jstor, Academia, Research Gate, and Google scholars” and website of international high ranked universities, National Universities and Archives.

3. Results and Discussion

There is some literature evidence that Sri Lanka had a maritime trade relationship with Greco-Roman. According to Mahavamsa, Greeks was the first Europeans who came to Sri Lanka and in Mahavamsa they were mentioned as ‘Yona’.[44] The ancient Greek name for Sri Lanka was ‘Taprobane’:[01][26][31][30][40][43][45][52][53][57] Besides ‘Taprobane’ some Greek authors used ‘Palaisimoundou’, ‘Salike’ and ‘Siadiba’ names for Sri Lanka.[57] Simply, Taprobane means ‘copper coast’ that gives a similar word for ‘Thambapanni’. Cosmos used ‘Taprobane’ in his writings. Ptolemy used both ‘Taprobane’ and ‘Palaisimoundou’ in his
writings and Pliny described ‘Palaisimoundou’ as a city near Kudiramle Harbour.[26][53][57] Greek Captain of Great Alexander’s Navy called Oneciceritus of Astypaleia wrote about Sri Lanka, and Europeans got to know about this country from that. He wrote that Sri Lanka traded spices and elephants in his records.[57] The first Latin author to mention Sri Lanka was the poet Ovid, and he wrote there is a country called Taprobane in the Indian Ocean.[38][43] Eratosthenes’s Geographika book contains Sri Lankan trade had an honourable position among Western countries at Before Christ period. Also, he recorded that Sri Lanka had better ships for trade. [57] Strabo the Greek Geographer also wrote about Sri Lankan cinnamon. Ptolemy (100-170 AD) who drew a world map and the map of Taprobane wrote about Sri Lanka in his records.[09] He mentioned the Sri Lankan trade of pearls, transparent stones, muslins, tortoise shells, rice, honey, ginger, beryl and other metals as well as elephants and tigers. According to Strabo these goods were brought to the Indian market and Greek merchants didn’t come directly to Sri Lanka, but India and bought them.[52][34] From Ptolemy’s maps,(Figure 01)[31] we can assume Sri Lanka trade had a great place among other countries in contemporary society, and it was quite famous among foreigners in the second century AD.

Megasthenes, the Greek Ambassador was in India, the Chandragupta Maurya’s royal council wrote about Sri Lanka in his records. A Greek Christian priest named Cosmos Indicopleustes wrote about Sri Lanka in his book named ‘Christian Topography’ that heard from a merchant who had trade relations with this country.[20][51][38] As his records, Sri Lanka was recognized as ‘Taprobane’ by Greeks, and there were many merchant ships from China, India, Persia, Ethiopia in our ports. Speciality is, the informer of Cosmos’s was a Greek merchant named ‘Sopatrus’ who had a trade relationship with Sri Lanka [38][57] And that was sixth century AD. According to Cosmos, Elephants were the main export of Sri Lanka, and Sri Lanka imported silk, Clove and Sandalwood.[57]. He mentioned a stone called Hyacinth that Sri Lanka was export. But he didn’t describe it. Some Greek and Rome writers mentioned precious stones, metals, pearls, muslins, ivory and tortoise shells in their records.[52] An unknown author of the book of ‘Periplus Maris Erythraei’ who was himself a merchant described Sri Lanka’s rich trade such as pearls, gems, muslins and tortoise shells.[30][32] Among gems, Rube and Ceylon Sapphire were the famous and valuable gems in the period of the Roman Empire. According to Cosmos, besides Greeks Sri Lanka had a trade relationship with Rome also.

Pliny the Italian, wrote a book entitled ‘Natural History’ based on information obtained from delegations from Sri Lanka to Rome.[22][23] According to Pliny Sri Lanka had a trade relationship with Rome since first century AD. And he described the Rome trade relationship with Sri Lanka during the region of Claudius in Rome. According to Wansaththapakasini, at that time (King Bhathikabahaya’s period) Sri Lankan merchants went to Rome as trade delegations and they brought beads that decorated Ruwanweli Stupa when they return.[25] In Wansaththapakasini it mentioned in pali as ‘pavāḷajāḷahī kāretvā ta khipāpiya cetiyē - sovanñayāni padumāni cakkamattāni sandhisu’[1] [33]. From this information, we can understand that Sri Lanka made a trade relationship with Rome at that time. And in Pliny’s records, he mentioned the arrival of the embassy from Sri Lanka to Rome named ‘Rachias’ (possibly for Raja, king) during the period of Claudius who reigned from 41 to 54 AD. [03][38][39][04] This evidence shows the connection between ancient Sri Lanka and Rome.
According to Procopius Persian and Ethiopian merchant ships anchored at the ports of Kirinda and Godapawatha until the arrival of merchandise, including silk, from the East. He further states that Chinese silk was brought to Rome by Persian merchants and that the Persians obtained the fabric from Sri Lanka.[25] This shows that Sri Lanka was an important trading centre for the sale of merchandise in the East and South-East to the Western Greek and Roman states. [27][57]

Large quantities of raw materials such as copper, glass, lead and tin were got demand in Sri Lanka. Also, Roman traders were interested in gemstones, fabrics, corals and mineral powders like antimony and sulfide. Iron was also very famous in Roman trade according to Pliny.[35]

There is some archaeological evidence about the Greco-Roman trade with Sri Lanka. But that information connected to India also. India found some evidence of Roman trade from Arikamedu.[07] Excavations conducted 1941 - 1950 period of time in there, archaeologists found wine jars, ceramic lamps and unguentaria, cups and plates of terra sigillata, glass bowls, blue glazed faience and from 1989 - 1992 period[06] archaeologists found a slipped Roman ware.[08][46][47][48][63] Some artefacts found from Godawaya are somewhat similar to artefacts found from Arikamedu and Pattanam.[14][15][49] Archaeologists found many Indo- Roman coins from private lands and paddy fields near the Walawe riverbank.[28] This site is very close to the Godawaya port and because of that, we can assume, merchants used internal transport in the Walawe river. From the investigation in Godawaya port, Archaeologists found an industrial powerhouse, and Archaeologists believed that the powerhouse was used for iron production that was mentioned in Greek and Roman texts about exported iron and steel along with India.[35]

A fragment of glass from the Eastern Mediterranean dating to the 1st century BCE along with a few late Roman coins dating to the 5th century CE was found from the most extensive archaeological site of Sri Lanka which is the initial site of Anuradhapura, that dated from 800 BCE to 1 100 CE.[42][18][19] Also from an excavation in Tissamaharama found foreign material such as Roman amphorae and Islamic glazed wares.[11][12][42][61][62] And some evidence was found from the Mantai excavation also.[05][60][63]

From pre-Christian times, Mantai was used as a trade centre between East and West. In the early times, Mantai Port was known as ‘Mahathiththa’, ‘Mathota’, ‘Manthota’ and ‘Manthottam’ in Tamil. [05][60][63] From Mantai Excavations Archaeologists found much evidence regarding foreign trade. They were found in pottery, Ceramics, Coins, Medals, Beads, Glass, Plant remains etc.[60] Potteries and Ceramics that has Chinese, West Asian and European origin were found from the site. Some Chinese ceramics belong to the Tang dynasty found from Mantai is representing the trade relationship with Chinese Empire in the ninth century. Most glasses found from Mantai belonged to the early Islamic period in the Middle East and some glass bangles belong to India. A mosaic cane bead found from the site belongs to the Roman world and from the same layer archaeologists were found a dull-white glass bangle which assumed probably imported from Rome.[60] Also, a sky blue glass core over which three stripes of compound yellow and white glass were found from the site that manufactured in Rome, and it is a very rare bead found from Asia.[60] According to Carswell and others, Corals was an important trade item with Rome, and they were found some evidence regarding it.[60]

Plant remains like phytoliths, wheat chaffs were found from this site. As an example, archaeologists were found grapes from the site, and they assumed it was coming from West Asia as a luxury product, although tropical countries like Sri Lanka can’t grow grapes.[65] Also, evidence about the spices trade was found in Mantai. Especially evidence about the black pepper trade between Sri Lanka and the Western world had found. According to Banham & others black pepper shipped from Indian ports and grown in the wet zone of Sri Lanka, thus its native place was the Western Ghats in South-west India, and by the middle of the first millennium AD, Mantai was a marketplace for our wild pepper.[65] And there were historical records about the pepper trade between India and Rome, accordingly, we can say Sri Lanka also had a pepper trade relationship with Roman Empire.

Goods that were exported from Sri Lanka to Rome, gained Gold coins for Sri Lanka. After some time, Sri Lanka made coins the same as Rome from copper and used them in their day-to-day transactions. Archaeologists think that’s why Roman coins are found in many places in Sri Lanka. According to Codrington, Rome coins found from Hambantota, Tissamaharama, Mannar, Galle, Matara, Jaffna, Polonnaruwa, Anuradhapura, Puttalum, Mantai, Anuradhapura, Kelaniya, Badulla, Mihintale, Sigiriya, Kandy, Kalpitiya, Colombo, Kalmunai, Kurunegala, Tissamaharama etc.[10][11][17][55] Codrington had mentioned the names of the kings and emporos who issued the coins in his records and they were Augustus (43 BC-14 AD), Tiberius (10 BC-35 AD), Claudius (41 AD-54 AD), Vespasian (70 AD-79 AD), Domitian (72 AD-96 AD), Hadrian (117 AD-138 AD), Faustina the Elder (141 AD), Lucius Verius (161 AD-169 AD), Julia Domna (217 AD), Geta (209 AD-212 AD), Elagabalus (218 AD-222 AD), Julia Mammæa (235 AD), Maximian I (235 AD-238 AD), Philip the Elder (244 AD-249 AD),...
The speciality was the same coins found from Sri Lankan sites were found from South India also.[64][65] This information proves that Sri Lanka and India had a trade connection with Rome. Because of some Roman coins found from inland locations, we can believe that Roman trade also spread in those areas. All the published and unpublished Late Roman Bronze coins and their so-called ‘Indo-Roman’ imitations found from Sri Lanka are more than 200 000.[11] Most of those imitation coins were made from copper.

According to Bopearachchi and Wickremesinghe, Roman coin hoards contained Roman and imitation coins were reported from Baragama (about 30 000), Hungama (about 20 000) and money boxes from Ridiyagama and Tissamaharama.[11] From Ridiyagama excavation conducted in 1995, found an ancient settlement. From there archaeologists were found coins from some countries including Rome coins, and they were assumed Ridiyagama was a trade centre in contemporary days because it is located near to the famous Godawaya port. Rome coins made of copper were found in many places in Sri Lanka, and from that evidence, we can assume Rome coins were used for transactions in Sri Lanka. And many of Rome coins found in Sri Lanka are belongs to 4-5 centuries AD.[02] So that, we understood Sri Lanka had a great trade relationship with Rome at that time.

Early in the nineteenth century a pot of gold coins found from the Jaffna Peninsula, that inscribed ‘ancient Greek characters, konob - obryza’, probably belongs to the Byzantine period of Rome.[17] This was the first time that gold Roman coins were found in Sri Lanka. More than 2000 Roman gold coins were found from Bandagiriya and Pallemalala which have been dated to the Anuradhapura period, and also imitated gold coins found from Mirigama and Weyangoda.[41] Codrington has recorded eight Republican Silver coins (denarii) that belongs to 144 to 49 BC but without details of where they were found.[55][65] Apart from gold and silver coins, few early Imperial coins were found from Sri Lanka with less valuable metals such as second and third brass.

Besides Roman coins, some Greek coins were also found in Sri Lanka. Codrington published about two Greek coins that belonged to the period of C.B.C. 350-250 (Acarania, Leucas) the surface with the head of the Apollo and c.B.C. 187-175 (Seleucus IV) the surface of Diademed head.[17] Some coins were found from Jaffna that belongs to the period of ‘Chandraparn Senicutt’ also. And there are some special tokens found from Tissamaharama, that are similar to Greek coinage with symbols of turtle and tortoise.[11]

According to Weerakkody, both Roman and Indo-Roman coins have been circulating in South India for a considerable time before reaching Sri Lanka at the end of the fifth century.[57] Because most Roman and Indo-Roman coins are found in ports and coastal areas in the South-Western part of Sri Lanka, we can believe most commercial activities are conducted based on the wet and coastal zones in Sri Lanka. Also, this area is located close to South India, it would be a great area for the foreign trade that we mentioned earlier as South Indians sold products from East to West. There was a South Indian mercantile corporation called ‘ainnurruvar’ that spread their corporation in South and South-East Asia. They have established several Tamil inscriptions in Sri Lanka about some activities. And most of them are located in the wet zone. Perhaps they were also involved in the Greco-Roman trade with Sri Lanka.

From Cosmos’s records, we can understand Sri Lanka had custom officers in our ports. Also, the inscription from Devinuwara has information about the customs office in Devinuwara. So that we understood Sri Lankan trade was conducted according to international standards. Many Roman and Greek coins were found from Jaffna, and we can assume Jaffna also was a trade centre in contemporary periods but not using today. Because Jaffna is very close to South India, it must be an easy place to have trade relationships with South India also.

By the fifth century AD, Sri Lanka was one of the main trade centres in the Indian Ocean. The main reason for this was that Sri Lanka was located on the West and East trade route. From the Red Sea to the Arabian Sea, the sea voyage and the evolution in the speed of ships made the journey to Sri Lanka and beyond easy. By the time between the seventh and ninth centuries AD, the Indian Ocean had become a haven for ships from all over the world.[05][12][18][58][60] Merchants from countries such as China, Persia, Ethiopia, Java, Sumatra, Arabia, India, Rome, Malaysia, Indonesia, Burma (Myanmar) may have used Sri Lankan ports as trading centres for the exchange, sale and purchase of goods. But by the seventh century AD, the Arabs seized control of the sea trade held by the Greek and Roman merchants. As a result, Roman merchants faced competition. During the same period, the power of the Roman Empire also declined, and as a result that Roman trade also declined. In other words, the fall of Alexandria in Egypt in 638 AD, caused the end of the direct trade with Rome and the Western countries.[12] Greco-Roman trade relationship was based on only commercial purposes.[04][05][16][21][24][29][32][33][57] But other
4. Conclusion and Summary

Sri Lanka had maritime trade relations even in the 6th century BC. The famous ‘Silk Road’ created new economic ties for Sri Lanka based on commercial activities. Foreign authors have many records about Sri Lanka and Greco-Roman trade. The Foreign authors such as in this study Onecicritus of Astypaleia, Eratosthenes, Strabo, Ptolemy, Megasthenes, Cosimos, Pliny, Procopius and the author of Periplus of the Erythrean Sea were mentioned in the study and. they have mentioned the Sri Lankan trade of pearls, gems, transparent stones, muslins, tortoise shells, rice, honey, ginger, cinnamon, beryl and other metals as well as elephants. Pliny wrote about the trade delegations and embassy between Sri Lanka and Rome. Also, archaeological evidence found from ports and other places described the between Sri Lanka and Greco-Rome. Because Sri Lankan trade had a close relationship with Indian trade, certain Indian factors were also important in conducting this research such as some Indian trade relationships and archaeological evidence. From Sri Lanka archeologists found both Greek and Rome coins made from gold, silver and brass. The main archaeological evidence is Roman and Indo-Roman coins for the study of the trade relationship between Sri Lanka and Greco-Roman.

Evidence that we discussed, shows that Sri Lanka worked more closely with the Western world as the Silk Road developed due to their trade relations with China and India, with the growth of the Greek and Roman Empire. On the other hand, we understood that Sri Lanka provided some luxury commodities that reached the West from the East. This research showed that there was an internal transport system in Sri Lanka based on the Walawe river. Because of Roman coins found from many places in Sri Lanka, we assumed Roman trade was spread in many places in Sri Lanka. At some times India and Persia acted as intermediaries between Sri Lanka and Greco-Roman trade and also Sri Lanka acted as a trade centre for other mercantile countries. Most commercial activities are conducted based on the wet and coastal zones in Sri Lanka and it may be helped to connect with Indian trade also.

In conclusion, we can say that Sri Lanka was a core in the ancient trade system and by the fifth century AD, Sri Lanka was one of the main trade centres in the Indian Ocean. Finally, we can say Sri Lankan trade was conducted according to international standards.
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